Recommended Procedure for Treating HVAC ducts with Fog-U® Mold products

READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING

Note: If treating a multiple-zone home, repeat the following procedure for each individual HVAC system.

1. Remove any air filters from HVAC system at the filter access panels and then close or re-secure access panels.
2. Locate the furthest (cold-air) return grills from the HVAC system (typically on the upper floor of a multi-story home or on the opposite side of the home from the location of the HVAC system). It is optimum to treat each return with a single can.
3. Remove the front grills or covers from the return(s), if safe to do so.
4. At the thermostat control, set the HVAC system to “FAN” only.
5. If you intend to discharge the entire can into a single return, shake the Fog-U Mold can as instructed, point the can into the center of the return horizontally and then depress the can nozzle fully until it clicks into the locked position. DO NOT LOCK the nozzle in place if you plan to use a single can in multiple returns. By depressing the nozzle tab only halfway, you can stop spraying at any time and move to the next cold-air return for treatment.
6. The can will take approximately 90 seconds to fully empty. Once the can has emptied, discard the emptied can in the general waste.
7. Replace the return grill or cover if it has been removed and allow the HVAC system fan to run for 15 minutes. Any drips or wet spots can be wiped up with paper towels as Fog-U Mold is non-toxic.
8. After 15 minutes, turn the HVAC system back to your normal setting.
9. Replace the air filters into the HVAC system. If the air filters are due to be replaced with new filters, this would be a good time to do so. Consider treating replacement filters with Healthful Home Mold Magnet® to enhance your furnace filters ability to capture particles and germs.

NOTE: As an enzyme-based product, Fog-U Mold has residual catalytic activity that will continue to work over several days or even months after application to improve your indoor air quality.

Any Questions? Contact Healthful Home Customer Service at 800-455-1250